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1. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at the moment line 10 is reached.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2

3 export let main = async () => {

4 let result = sum(3);

5 print(result);

6 };

7

8 let sum = (n: number): number => {

9 if (n <= 0) {

10 // BREAK HERE

11 return 0;

12 } else {

13 return n + sum(n - 1);

14 }

15 };

16

17 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment the evaluation is paused at
the breakpoint.

1.1 Including the frames for globals and main,
how many frames are on the stack when the break-
point is reached?

1.2 How many frames is the name n bound in?

1.3 How many objects or arrays are on the heap?

1.4 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
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2. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at the moment line 23 is reached.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2

3 class Node {

4 data: string = "";

5 next: Node = null;

6 }

7

8 export let main = async () => {

9 let a = new Node();

10 a.data = "A";

11

12 a.next = new Node();

13 a.next.data = "B";

14

15 a.next.next = new Node();

16 a.next.data = "C";

17

18 visit(a);

19 };

20

21 let visit = (n: Node): void => {

22 if (n === null) {

23 // Break here!

24 } else {

25 visit(n.next);

26 print(n.data);

27 }

28 };

29

30 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment the evaluation is paused at
the breakpoint.

2.1 How many frames on the stack are evaluating
the visit function when the breakpoint is reached?

2.2 Using name resolution from the visit frame
before the frame where the breakpoint is encountered
and n is null, what does the expression n.data eval-
uate to?

2.3 How many objects or arrays are on the heap?

2.4 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
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3. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at the moment line 12 is reached.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2

3 export let main = async () => {

4 let a: string[] = ["u", "n", "c", "!"];

5 print(p(a, 0));

6 };

7

8 let p = (a: string[], i: number): string => {

9 if (i < 0 || i >= a.length) {

10 return "";

11 } else if (i === a.length - 1) {

12 // Break Here

13 return a[i];

14 } else {

15 return a[i] + p(a, i + 1) + a[i];

16 }

17 };

18

19 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program at the moment the evaluation is paused at
the breakpoint.

3.1 How many recursive cases does the function p

have?

3.2 The first conditional in p on line 9 handles edge
cases. Give an example edge case function call to p.

3.3 The else-if conditional on line 11 is a base case.
What is the value of i in the frame where the base
case (and breakpoint!) is reached.

3.4 How many string arrays are stored on the heap
when the breakpoint is reached?

3.5 The name a in the main frame refers to an array
on the heap. When the breakpoint is reached, how
many other names on the stack refer to that same
array on the heap?

3.6 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
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4. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at the moment line 32 is reached.
The properties l and r are short for left and right, respectively, and abbreviated only for diagramming simplicity.

1 import { print } from "introcs";

2

3 class Node {

4 v: number = 0;

5 l: Node = null;

6 r: Node = null;

7 }

8

9 export let main = async () => {

10 let root = new Node();

11 root.v = 20;

12

13 root.l = new Node();

14 root.l.v = 10;

15

16 root.r = new Node();

17 root.r.v = 30;

18

19 root.l.l = new Node();

20 root.l.l.v = 5;

21

22 root.l.r = new Node()

23 root.l.r.v = 15;

24

25 print(has(root, 15));

26 };

27

28 let has = (n: Node, v: number): boolean => {

29 if (n === null) {

30 return false;

31 } else if (n.v === v) {

32 // Break here!

33 return true;

34 } else if (v < n.v) {

35 print("Smaller! Looking left...");

36 return has(n.l, v);

37 } else {

38 print("Bigger! Looking right...");

39 return has(n.r, v);

40 }

41 };

42

43 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

4.1 How many frames on the stack are evaluating
the has function when the breakpoint is reached?

4.2 Imagine the line let b = has(root, 25));

were added after line 25, before the main function
ends. What would b’s initialized value be? To eval-
uate this line, how many calls to the has function
would be made to reach the base case?

4.3 Leaving your diagram as is, complete tracing
through this program after the breakpoint. What
is the printed output of this program when the pro-
gram completes? (Ignore the previous question’s
hypothetical.)
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